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1st Edition of many!

WELCOME to the first edition of the
Newsletter for Implacable! Well, not really the
first edition, because we used to have a
newsletter back in 2003/2004, but that stopped!
So now, I am writing one, just for all you lot. The
name came from the last two newsletters.
This newsletter is mainly for you all to have a
vague idea of what is going on in implacable, and
you can put anything in it. All you have to do is email me on tigernews@tsimplacablentc.org and I
will get back to you ASAP, or put it in the box
that will be on deck! You can put anything in this,
a comment, a birthday greeting, and even stuff
for sale.

Note for next month!

Do not forget that we have Founders day
coming up on the 11th of June and the band will
be playing at Rustington carnival! (We will need
helpers to give out flyer to help recruit for new
members, anyone wanting to help see Ch/O
Ginnaw)

THE BOX

This is where we will put all of your comments
and suggestions. Hopefully next time I do this, it
will be full.

As a last Note…
This Month!
We have a Shooting practice on the 17th,
remember NO CAPS! Also, there is a regional
Band Practice on the 21st. so, all you new cadets
that are in the band Can go along and have some
fun! 23rd, do not forget about the ships AGM, we
got games! Then, on the 26th to the 29th, we have
the amazing, much awaited WALTON FIRS
CAMP, so lets hope we see you all there, lets get
CPO Jos Wright covered in the mud from the
rope swing!

Even though they have left, let’s say a big
goodbye and Thank you to Rob and Scott, who
have unfortunately gone away, even though we’ll
see Scott in the near future. (Maybe it was
because of Ch/O Ginnaw’s smelly feet!)

So, so long, and thanks for all
the fish!
Don’t forget to get something in next
months issue you need to e-mail us at tigernews@tsimplacablentc.org

